Air isn’t free... When you compress it!

**MYTH:** Compressed air is free.
**FACT:** Compressed air is usually your most expensive utility. It takes 8 hp of electric energy to produce 1 hp worth of work with compressed air.

**MYTH:** Leaks don’t really amount to much.
**FACT:** In many plants, compressed air leaks may represent the single largest consumption. Plants with no effective compressed air leak management program lose, on average, 30% to 50% of their compressed air production to leaks.

**MYTH:** The system may be leaking some air, but it doesn’t cost much.

**MYTH:** Leaks don’t really amount to much.

Leaks in fuel gas systems such as acetylene, LPG, LNG, hydrogen, etc. add the specter of real danger to simple economics losses. It pays to invest in good control of leaks.

**Ductless AC systems come of age in commercial settings**

Ductless air conditioning has become an indispensable piece of equipment when solving problem cooling jobs. If you have an office that normally uses a few units at the close of day but has a couple people working the accounting department... ductless air conditioning is your answer. If you have a high heat room that needs an AC boost, ductless air conditioning may be for you. These units have been utilized in many building retrofits where small commercial offices require cooling but the building does not lend itself to installing ducting. These units have opened a wide range of older historic buildings to retrofit as modern offices.

**Mobil App now available for CPVC installation**

The Lubrizol Corporation’s CPVC mobile app is a handy, useful jobsite resource for building and construction professionals. Previously available for the Apple iPhone and iPad, the app is now also available for free download on Android devices.

Lubrizol CPVC designed the app to provide easy access to valuable information and tools about CPVC’s trusted brands, including FlowGuard Gold Pipe & Fittings, BlazerMaster Fire Sprinkler Systems and Corzan Piping Systems.

The mobile app features the Lubrizol CPVC FBC System Compatible product finder, a tool that helps identify the chemical compatibility between Lubrizol CPVC piping systems and other common construction materials. This tool supports project success, taking the guesswork out of chemical compatibility.

**Examining the Facts**

Aristotle

"The most perfect political community is one in which the middle class is in control, and outsiders both of the other classes."

Akhriz

Should any political party attempt to abolish social security, unemployment insurance, and all other welfare programs, you would not fear that they are going "back to the old political traditions."

Dr. Smallrooke

"I have no idea what you mean by 'control'."

"I mean control of the executive branch."